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Abstract
This study explored the use of the marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy with children with
Autism Spectrum Disorder. Three clients each received two individual 30 to 45-minute music
therapy sessions over the course of three weeks. After reviewing the sessions an inductive
thematic analysis was competed in order to determine themes that occurred throughout the study.
Five themes were discussed using clinical examples and musical transcriptions. These themes
included: (a) sharing the marimba to strengthen the therapeutic relationship, (b) the use of
marimba as an accompanying instrument, (c) rhythmic structuring, (d) the use of Nordoff
Robbins repertoire on marimba, and (e) the use of mallet techniques to reflect emotional qualities
of the music. The use of mallet techniques in addition to the timbre and range of the instrument
allowed for the marimba to be used clinically to engage clients in musical interactions. The
examples included in the study indicated that the musical qualities of the marimba can be used to
engage clients with ASD. There is still limited research on the use of the marimba in music
therapy.

Key Words: Marimba, Percussion, Nordoff Robbins, Mallet Percussion, Autism Spectrum
Disorder.
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Introduction
The Marimba
The marimba is a Spanish instrument that is associated with Central America. It is also
the national instrument of Guatemala (Coleman, 1930). The earliest documentation of the
instrument dates to the 1680s. It is believed that the marimba has African descent due to its
similarity to the African xylophone. It began as a diatonic instrument, and in the 1890s the
instrument expanded its diatonic range and added accidentals to create the full chromatic scale
(Kinsbruner, 2008). It is a percussive instrument that is struck with yarn mallets to produce a
specifically pitched sound made by the wooden keys vibrating through a resonator that is placed
underneath the instrument. The instrument is large enough to be played by two people at the
same time known as marimberos (Oxford Dictionary of Music, 2012). This provides opportunity
for individuals to share the instrument and play either melody, harmony, or a bass line.
In more recent years the marimba has been used in marching bands, jazz bands, drum and
bugle corps, and concert percussion ensembles (Lucas, 2017; Parker, 2010). There have been
several mallet grasps developed and amplification modifications due to the growth of the use of
the instrument in high schools and jazz bands (Cheeseman, 2012; Stevens, 2005).
The marimba has several musical roles including the ability to play faster dancing
rhythms and repetitive melodic patterns (Rager, 2008). When comparing the musical roles of the
marimba to the xylophone it was noted that the xylophone has a limited ability to communicate
emotion due to the timbre of instrument. The marimba has a larger range of timbre due to its
large size and range where the xylophone does not have a lower range and is smaller (Shultz,
2008). The difference in the marimba is that there are larger keys in the lower register of the
instrument, providing it with low pitched notes that resonate for a longer period of time when
compared to the xylophone. The marimba also is typically between four and five octaves where
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the xylophone has a more limited range closer to three octaves. This range of timbre due to the
size of the marimba has yet to be discussed in the field of music therapy. There is potential for
the marimba to elicit different emotional and musical responses in clients due to this range and
timbre.
The large range of timbre and flexibility to play contrasting musical styles indicates that
the marimba has the potential to be a clinically effective instrument when engaging children with
ASD. For instance, the large size of the instrument can allow children to engage in sharing the
instrument to develop social skills through reciprocal musical play. There is also a distinct
timbre of the instrument due to the wooden keys that can allow children to have a new unique
musical experience. While the marimba is a pitched percussion instrument, the keys also have
the capacity to be played rhythmically, melodically, and harmonically at the same time.
Additionally, there has been growth in the use of the instrument in schools and ensemble
settings. This growth indicates that the instrument is becoming more popular and the potential
for the use of the instrument in music therapy should be studied.
Autism Spectrum Disorder
About one in 59 children in the United States are diagnosed with Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD). “Autism spectrum disordered is a developmental disability that can cause
significant social, communication and behavioral challenges” (Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2018, para.1). The American Music Therapy Association (AMTA) stated “Music
therapy interventions focus on enhancing social, communicative, motor/sensory, emotional, and
academic/cognitive functioning, or music skills in individuals with ASD” (2013, p.1).
Several musical techniques such as singing, vocalizing, instrumental play, movement,
and musical improvisations are used in music therapy to engage children with ASD (AMTA,
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2013, p. 1). Bruscia (2014) defined four main methods of music therapy that are used to engage
clients. This includes re-creative music therapy, improvising, listening or receptive musical
experiences, and compositional music therapy. Recreative music therapy is when a precomposed
song is used in sessions to promote engagement. This can include a client preforming a song or
using a precomposed song to develop other musical skills such as rhythmic play or vocal
expression. This differs from the free form musical experience that is created in the moment
during improvisational music therapy. The third method discussed is receptive music therapy.
This is when a client listens to a musical experience such as music imaging. The only
expectation for the client is to engage in listening to an experience. Lastly, compositional music
therapy is when the therapist assists clients in writing songs. This can be done through
songwriting, instrumental pieces, and song transformation of an existing song (p. 140).
AMTA specifies several professional competencies that are required for music therapists
to practice. One competency is the ability to “lead and accompany proficiently on instruments
including, but not limited to, voice, piano, guitar, and percussion” (AMTA, 2013, para. 4.1.1).
However, there is little specification on what percussion instruments are required or focused on
in the AMTA competencies. Merriam-Webster (2018) defines percussion instrument as “a
musical instrument (such as a drum, xylophone, or maraca) sounded by striking, shaking, or
scraping”. This definition demonstrates how vast the area of percussion is.
Due to the broad range of percussion instruments including drums, mallet percussion,
shakers, and many more, music therapists should be aware of the cultural implications the
instruments might have on clients. The AMTA includes a professional competency stating that
music therapists must “demonstrate knowledge of and respect for diverse cultural backgrounds”
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(AMTA, 2013, para. 17.9). It should be noted that there is no discussion regarding the cultural
heritage of percussion instruments in the AMTA competencies.
There is a need to look at how specific percussion instruments can be used in music
therapy with individuals with ASD to determine the role of specific percussion instruments in
music therapy. This study focuses on the use of marimba with individuals with ASD.
Context of the Researcher
My desire to conduct this study was sparked by my high school experience of playing
mallet percussion in marching band and indoor percussion ensembles. My high school had a
very competitive and established percussion program that I was very fortunate to be part of. I
had gained a tremendous amount of musical knowledge and skills when learning how to play the
marimba during my high school career. This largely influenced me getting into the field of
music therapy as music became a passion of mine.
I continued to study percussion during my undergraduate studies in music therapy. I felt
a personal disconnect between myself as a clinician and a musician as I began my clinical
practicum hours. I was developing clinical skills on the guitar, piano, voice, and on several
auxiliary or adapted percussion instruments. While learning these clinical skills, I was not being
taught how to use the marimba, my primary instrument, in a clinical setting.
It was very difficult to apply the marimba to my clinical work during my undergraduate
degree. I was required to learn several complex solo and orchestral pieces on marimba,
vibraphone, and xylophone for my degree requirements, but these were not always applicable to
my clinical work. Additionally, there was not typically a full-sized mallet percussion instrument
in facilities that offered music therapy, making it difficult to use the marimba clinically.
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Every supervisor or professor that I had encouraged me to use my primary instrument at
some point in my career and appeared curious about the clinical implications. While I was
always curious about this, I never had the opportunity to bring a marimba into the clinical setting
because of the size of the instrument and the inability to transport it. I often had supervisors
suggest using smaller adaptive percussion instruments, but I felt that these instruments did not
have the same clinical capacity as a full-size marimba due to the limitation in size and timbre.
After I completed my undergraduate degree, I had stopped playing marimba regularly as I was
not on campus as frequently and did not have regular access to an instrument. I then purchased
an instrument during my second year of graduate school to play for my own pleasure but had yet
to use the marimba in a clinical setting.
Context of the Researcher in Nordoff Robbins Music Therapy
This section discusses the foundations of Nordoff Robbins music therapy in addition to
how it influenced my desire to conduct this study. Nordoff Robbins music therapy is based on
the theory of the music child, understood as “the individualized musicality inborn in every child”
(Nordoff & Robbins, 2007, p. 3). Other aspects of Nordoff Robbins include improvisational
music and a focus on the music as therapy as opposed to music in therapy (Aigen, 1996). Music
as therapy is a belief that music can be used to develop an individual’s personality and inner
being. This is a music centered and client led approach to music therapy meaning that music is
being focused on to relate with the inner being of a client. This contrasts to domain-based
models of music therapy where music is used as a tool to reach goals such as motor skills or
speech (Aigen, 2014).
Training in Nordoff Robbins music therapy focuses on training in different musical
idioms and the development of clinical improvisation skills in both role-playing scenarios with
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peers and clinical settings with clients. An experienced Nordoff Robbins trained therapist
provides supervision for trainees in addition to taking on the role of the trainee’s co-therapist
during sessions. The co-therapist is there to facilitate engagement and support the client while
the primary therapist takes on the role of the music maker.
Another focus of Nordoff Robbins music therapy is a humanistic worldview. There is an
emphasis on following the client’s lead and provoking or challenging the client to assist them in
reaching a point of self-actualization, or the emerging inner self of the child (Aigen, 1996). This
is all done through the improvised musical experience. Aigen (2014) stated that “in musiccentered music therapy, the mechanisms of music therapy process are located in the forces,
experiences, processes, and structures of music”. Therefore, there is an emphasis on being able
to create unique music in the moment to meet each individual’s needs.
I completed the Nordoff Robbins’ Level One training at the Rebecca Center for Music
Therapy at Molloy College during my graduate studies. Typically, a student focuses on the use
of the piano or the guitar during this training depending on the student’s primary instrument and
what they are more proficient in playing. I had found myself split between playing the piano and
guitar during the training and often used both instruments in sessions interchangeably. This
sparked my curiosity to explore the clinical implications of the marimba in Nordoff Robbins
music therapy with individuals with ASD as I had not utilized my primary instrument, and felt
very comfortable with my musical skills on the marimba.
I was developing clinical improvisation skills on the piano and guitar during my training,
but similarly to undergrad there was a disconnect as my primary instrument was not being
focused on. I became more curious of the clinical implications of the marimba in music therapy
after completing the training. I felt that I was learning how to be present and authentic with my
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clients in order to foster a therapeutic relationship, but was being somewhat inauthentic by not
introducing my primary instrument.
However, I was able to see how this improvisational creative approach had a positive
impact on my clients. Throughout the clinical year I was able to see how my clients were able to
develop the ability to create music with me and engage in musical play as I developed my
clinical improvisational skills and my ability to support my clients musically.
After completing the training, I became curious about how I would approach a session as
a therapist if I used my primary instrument, the marimba. I never felt inadequate as a guitar or
piano player in a clinical sense but felt that I had musical and technical skills on the marimba that
were not being applied, clinically. The question that arose for me was: “What are the clinical
implications for the use of marimba in music therapy with children with ASD?”.
I was curious as to how this process-oriented, music-centered way of working would
manifest in my work as I applied my primary instrument, and how using the marimba would
influence the therapeutic relationship with my clients. I feel that if a clinician is working in such
a music centered way it only makes sense that the clinician should use their primary instrument.
Research Question
This study explored the potential use of marimba in Nordoff-Robbins music therapy with
children with ASD. The use of an inductive thematic analysis was chosen to leave room for
themes to emerge during the review of the music therapy sessions as there were not preexisting
codes for the data to fall into (Braun and Clark, 2006). This study intends to answer the
following research question: “What occurs when using the marimba in Nordoff Robbins music
therapy with children with Autism Spectrum Disorder?”.
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Literature Review
This review of the literature includes a brief discussion on recent research focusing on
music therapy with individuals who have ASD. Nordoff Robbins music therapy was reviewed
regarding its history and use of different instruments in Nordoff Robbins Music Therapy. In
addition, the use of percussion in music therapy was reviewed. Due to the lack of research on
mallet percussion in music therapy, a review of mallet percussion in music education and
musical ensembles is included.
Music Therapy and ASD
There is a vast amount of music therapy research focusing on ASD. In order to be
concise in this literature review studies that addressed improvisation models of music therapy are
discussed as they relate to Nordoff Robbins music therapy. A meta-analysis entitled music
therapy for people with autism spectrum disorder (Geretsegger et al., 2014) examined music
therapy and ASD. Ten randomized control trials (n=165) indicated that music therapy was
superior to standard care when assessing social interactions, nonverbal and verbal
communication skills, and social emotional reciprocity. In response to this meta-analysis a study
focusing on improvisational models of music therapy was designed to be a guideline based on
the most important common characteristics of improvisational music therapy with ASD
(Geretsegger et al, 2015). This was done through sending a survey out to professional music
therapists from ten countries. Results showed that there was an international consensus that
noted several concepts such as musical engagement and creating a safe environment as important
characteristics of improvisational music therapy (Geretsegger et al, 2015). One limitation is that
there was only a limited number of surveys addresses from a certain number of countries.
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Both of these studies (Geretsegger et al., 2014; Geretsegger et al., 2015) showed purpose
and rationale for improvisational music therapy with individuals with ASD. Having a systematic
guideline for facilitating improvisational music therapy can assist in researching the
effectiveness of improvisational music therapy. The principles that were found to be specific to
improvisational music therapy included facilitating musical and emotional attunement,
scaffolding flow of interactions musically, and tapping into a shared history of musical
interactions. These principles are not limited to one particular instrument but rather facilitate
treatment through assessment and evaluation.
Several clinical trials have been conducted to assess the effects of improvisational music
therapy with individuals with ASD. The International Multicentre Randomised Controlled Trial
of Improvisational Music Therapy for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (TIME-A)
studied how improvisational music therapy impacted social affect and parent assessed social
responsiveness (Bieleninik et al., 2017). This was one of the only studies that did not show that
improvisational music therapy had a positive impact on children with ASD, but lead to many
other studies in the near future (Geretsegger et al., 2016; Kim, 2016; Kim, 2009). The TIME-A
study had a sample size of 364 participants from nine countries. While this study had high
generalizability there was little control on how the actual music therapy was applied. This was
because there were no guidelines in place regarding how a music therapist practices
improvisational music therapy. There also is a strong focus on symptom outcome in the
assessment tool used, the ADOS. The ADOS is an assessment tool that has a strong focus on
interactions and communication for individuals with ASD. It was noted that this may not be the
most appropriate tool to assess musical interactions. This contradicts the social construct that
this study and the other studies listed in this section were assessing.
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The TIME-A (Bieleninik et al., 2017) study sparked several more studies looking at
improvisational music therapy with ASD. Several sessions from the TIME-A study were
reviewed with a focus on the therapeutic relationship developed between clients and therapist
(Kim, 2016). Interviews with the therapists and parents were also completed and determined that
therapists who followed their clients lead formed stronger attachment with clients. This focused
on music therapist’s individual and unique ways of working. Results showed that
improvisational music therapy can lead to strong therapeutic relationships. Another review of
sessions from the TIME-A study tested the study’s feasibility. A subsample of fifteen was used
and results showed that there is a need for further research on how to properly design studies
with such large sample sizes to ensure feasibility (Geretsegger et al., 2016).
Kim et al. (2009) yielded similar results when assessing social and motivational aspects
of improvisational music therapy by comparing music therapy with toy play sessions. Results
indicated that there were more client compliant responses in music therapy than in play therapy.
This showed a higher sense of motivation in clients. It should be noted that this had a small
sample size of ten participants with ASD between ages three and five.
Seeing that all three studies (Geretsegger et al., 2016; Kim, 2016; Kim, 2009) yielded
contrasting results to the TIME-A study shows that there is a need for music therapists to
continue research on improvisational music therapy with individuals with ASD to have a better
understanding of how to assess and structure improvisational music therapy.
Several assessment tools that have been developed to address individuals with ASD were
synthesized in a metanalysis (Cripps, Tsiris, &Spiro, 2016). Fourteen different assessment tools
were analyzed, and the majority were using quantitative scales to measure behaviors and
moments of interaction with the therapist. Several of the assessments had categories consisting
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or relationship-based concepts and assessed client’s individual needs. One thing that only seven
of the fourteen assessments had was a focus on music. This looked at client’s ability to match
pitch and tempo to engage with the therapist musically. Assessments that did not have a focus
on music looked at domain-based categories such as speech and language.
While there is ample research on music therapy with ASD there is still a need to
determine how improvisational music therapy impacts clients with ASD, how it should be
structured, and how this can be assessed. This is evident by research being published on
improvisational music therapy that show contrasting results (Bieleninik et al., 2017; Geretsegger
et al., 2016; Kim, 2016). It is difficult to research improvisational music therapy because each
session may be drastically different as the music is made to address the client in the moment
(Bruscia, 2014). There also are several different assessment tools that have been developed that
look at contrasting goal areas (Cripps, Tsiris & Spiro, 2016). These contrasting assessment tools
make it difficult to determine how improvisational music therapy impacts individuals with ASD
because they address different goal areas.
This study contributes to these gaps in the literature by exploring how sessions were
structured using a unique instrument that has not yet been researched in the field of music
therapy, and by determining themes that occur in improvisational music therapy. By exploring
how improvisational music therapy is structured on different instruments such as the marimba
more generalized guidelines for improvisational music therapy can be created. This is because
only using the guitar and piano can limit music therapy research.
Nordoff Robbins Music Therapy
Nordoff Robbins’ music therapy is a specific approach to music therapy established by
Paul Nordoff and Clive Robbins that focuses on the theory of the music child, understood as “the
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individualized musicality inborn in every child” (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007, p. 3). This approach
to music therapy began with the use of piano as Paul Nordoff was a classical composer before
collaborating with Clive Robbins and developing the approach.
The primary focus of improvising in Nordoff Robbins music therapy is to engage the
client in music making. Nordoff Robbins therapy also involves three interrelated levels of
creative work:
First, the therapist creates and improvises the music that will be used as therapy. Second,
the therapist uses the improvised music creatively within each session- to seek out, gain,
and maintain contact with the client from moment to moment – to “create” the
therapeutic experience. Third, the therapist also creates a progression of therapeutic
experiences from session to session, supporting stages in the client’s development.
(Bruscia, 1987, p. 24)
These levels of creative work promote engagement and development in clients as the
music changes and adapts to meet the client’s needs. The client’s emotional experience in the
session remains in motion as the client engages in active music making. Therefore, the music is
seen as therapy as opposed to music in therapy. Music is not used as part of the therapy, but the
improvised music promotes the client’s growth and the therapeutic process (Bruscia, 2013, p.
45). The therapeutic relationship is also central to Nordoff Robbins music therapy (Aigen,
1996). This includes concepts of having fun in therapy; challenging clients; inviting clients to
create music with the therapist; and teasing clients in order to assist the child in developing a
sense of self.
The role of music is also a key concept in Nordoff Robbins music therapy. This includes
the therapist’s musical ability and the client’s musical intelligence. Aigen (1996) discusses the
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importance of clinical-musical interactions and tapping into a child’s musical intelligence. The
music therapist uses the musical strengths that they observe in the client to engage with them.
This can include the client being a very rhythmic player or providing strong melodic phrases for
the therapist to work with in the session. Musical intelligence is understood as “a constellation
of perceptual, aesthetic and expressive abilities that can lead a child around the confines of his or
her pathology by providing a motivation for interaction” (p.19).
Much of the research in Nordoff Robbins music therapy is based on qualitative case
studies due to the qualitative nature of the themes discussed above (Aigen 1996; Aigen, 1997;
Nordoff & Robbins, 2007). Nordoff and Robbins’ early research was done through the process
of indexing (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007), which involves the therapist listening to audio recorded
and filmed sessions and documenting in detail what happens in the session from moment to
moment within the music, clients’ responses, and therapist/client interactions. Indexing
continues to be taught in current Nordoff Robbins music therapy training as it correlates with the
qualitative nature that the model was founded on.
The purpose of reviewing the filmed session is to remove the therapist from the session
so they can objectively review the session. The therapist can then “(1) gain detailed clinical
information and (2) acquire a deeper, more insightful impression of the child” (Nordoff &
Robbins, 2007, p. 182). The child’s characteristics, music making, and interactions with the
therapist are studied to allow the therapist to self-educate. Due to the nature of indexing being a
way for the therapist to self-educate, the therapist is taking a role of a researcher as well. While
this is not research that is necessarily being published it is a way of reviewing the sessions a
second time after they had already taken place. This assists the therapist in learning their own
musical and therapeutic tendencies in addition to learning about how they interact with their
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clients. This can lead to moments of countertransference that lead to greater self-awareness for
the therapist.
Indexing was originally done in order to advocate for improvisational music therapy.
The first Nordoff Robbins music therapy sessions consisted of Paul Nordoff being the primary
music maker, creating the music using piano to match client’s emotional quality and energy.
Clive Robins was responsible for providing musical, physical, and sensory support in order to
enhance musical engagement and relatedness (Bruscia, 1987). They would then present on their
work by showing excerpts of sessions that they had previously reviewed and indexed.
This study is unique as it explores the use of marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy,
contrasting to the original sessions that were indexed. Several studies have been conducted
examining the use of other instrument in Nordoff Robbins music therapy. All three of these
studies discussed below (Brady, 2016; Carpente, 2010; Soshensky, 2005) focus on a music
centered approach and were qualitative in design.
Soshensky (2005) and Carpente (2010) discusses the use of guitar in Nordoff Robbins
therapy. Soshensky included musical techniques on the guitar in addition to how the guitar was
used in a single case study with a client diagnosed with pervasive developmental disorder. The
study discussed several clinical implications on the guitar including musical styles and the ability
to move around with the instrument, and why this was clinically effective when working with
this client. Similarly, Carpente (2010) utilized the guitar in a single case study with a child with
ASD. This differed from Soshensky’s (2005) study in the sense that it focused on the therapeutic
relationship and musical engagement. It did not have a strong focus on the use of guitar
specifically. Brady (2016) conducted a study looking at the clinical use of bass guitar in Nordoff
Robbins music therapy through the use of a thematic analysis. This was done in a school setting
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with children with ASD. Three clients received four music therapy sessions to obtain data. Five
themes that include the therapeutic relationship, grounding, client and therapist as a rhythm
section, client/therapist as solo/accompanist, and co-creative thematic development were
discussed.
It is important to note that Brady (2016) and Soshensky (2005) discussed that the
instrument choice influenced how they chose to play. One limitation in all three studies is that
the researcher and clinician were the same. This is reflexive of early Nordoff Robbins research.
In addition, all had a small sample size.
These studies (Brady, 2016; Carpente, 2010; Soshensky, 2005) indicate the use of string
instruments in Nordoff Robbins music therapy, but do not look at any other keyboard
instruments. There is value in looking at keyboard instruments besides the piano. This can assist
in determining and strengthening themes in Nordoff Robbins music therapy that apply to
contrasting instruments, validating the clinical effectiveness of Nordoff Robbins music therapy.
Percussion in Music Therapy
While there are no studies on the use of mallet percussion in Nordoff Robbins music
therapy, there are several studies describing the use of percussion in music therapy. Several
survey studies were conducted to determine how approved universities were teaching and
assessing percussive skills in music therapy students (Knight & Matney, 2012; Scheffel &
Matney, 2014).
Knight and Matney (2012) contacted 45 AMTA approved universities and found that a
majority of schools feel that there needs to be more of a pedagogical collaboration between
music therapy faculty and percussion faculty. One significant limitation was that there was no
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instrument validity. This survey only asked questions regarding attitudes of classes, opinions of
percussion skills needed, and opinions of percussive skills.
Sheffel and Matney (2014) conducted a study showing that mallet percussion was not
typically used in music therapy practice, and that there was a need for further education
regarding mallet percussion. This survey was sent out to music therapy clinicians to assess how
they were trained in percussion and if they had developed adequate clinical percussive skills.
One in four clinicians stated that they were not required to take a percussion class during their
educational career.
These studies yielded similar results saying that there is a need for music therapy students
to receive additional assistance in learning percussion from percussion faculty. It was noted that
there was a low response rate in both surveys. This study intends to provide insight on how
music therapists can potentially use the marimba as a clinical instrument when conducting music
therapy sessions.
Knight and Matney (2012) developed a pedagogical framework to create a guide on how
to teach clinical percussive skills. One limitation was that there was no mention of teaching
mallet percussion in this guide. This focused on smaller percussive instruments such as shakers
and hand drums. It discussed four categories including instrumental skills, musical skills,
therapeutic functions of percussion, and therapeutic applications of percussion. This was
designed to break down how academic professors can teach more effectively.
A meta-analysis describing the use of mallet percussion showed that the majority of
mallet percussion instruments used in music therapy are diatonic Orff instruments (Matney,
2016). The marimba was discussed in a category of instruments that included pitched
percussion. This included xylophone, bell, Orff instruments, glockenspiel, and several other
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mallet instruments. There was no discussion in the review on marimba specifically, but it was
included in a section on mallets saying that similar instruments were used in medical settings to
produce sedation. There was a big limitation in the study because the therapeutic function and
therapeutic application of percussion was not discussed. The focus was on what instruments
were used in specific populations. This emphasizes the need to conduct research studies on the
use of mallet percussion and marimba in music therapy with children with ASD.
A limitation in all the above studies (Knight & Matney, 2012; Matney, 2016; Scheffel &
Matney, 2014) is that there is no connection to how percussive instruments impact the clients.
These studies focused on how student music therapists were taught how to use percussive
instruments, and what percussion instruments are used in music therapy. The studies did not
address the impact that instruments had on clients in sessions, and the role that percussion can
have with children with ASD.
While research on the use of marimba in music therapy with individuals with ASD is
scarce there were several outcome studies looking at the use of the instrument with other
populations. Matney (2017) completed a study that showed that marimba had a similar effect on
reducing anxiety when comparing it to orchestral string instruments and piano music. This was
measured through pre and posttests after participants listened to prerecorded music using a Likert
scale in classroom and individual settings with a nonclinical population. There was no
significant differences found in the results when comparing the three instruments. Limitations
included a lack of randomization and limited sample size. Additionally, the focus was on
relaxation rather than on the marimba.
Similarly, Best (2014) utilized the behavioral indicators of self-esteem scale (BIOS) and
found that the marimba can be used to increase self-esteem. This study was done in a classroom
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setting and utilized several other instruments in addition to marimba. The BIOS scale was not
able to be properly analyzed in the study due to the small sample size and time restrains of the
study.
Both Best’s (2014) and Matney’s (2017) studies consisted of a small sample size and did
not focus on clients with ASD. There was not a strong focus on the clinical and improvisational
use of marimba because the focus was on precomposed music and the use of additional
percussion instruments that were used.
Current Mallet Percussion Research and Clinical Implications
Due to the lack of research on the marimba in music therapy, it is important to note how
mallet instruments have changed over time as that change influenced the growth and popularity
of the instrument. Since the early uses of the instrument in the late 1800s, the marimba has
expanded in tonal range and applications across musical genres (Garfias, 1983; Schutz, 2008).
Early xylophone music included ragtime solo and ensemble music. The marimba repertoire has
since expanded to more contemporary and symphonic music (Parker, 2010). Contrasting
compositional choices had to be made between the marimba and the xylophone as the marimba
consisted of a much lower register and tones that had continued sustain. This larger range of the
marimba is important to note as it would offer different implications for clinical use when
compared to the xylophone. A wider register and longer sustain may elicit different emotional
and musical interactions.
In a reviewed of solo compositional literature for the marimba and xylophone it was
found that xylophone solos in minor keys were very rare, but that marimba literature consisted of
a wider use of major and minor keys (Schutz, 2008). This parallels to what Parker (2010) noted
about how the marimba differs from the xylophone in its compositional choices. This has
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clinical implications to the field of music therapy because it can influence a therapist’s
instrumental choice. There is a need to see how the contrasting timbre and range of the
instrument impacts individuals. Researching mallet percussion instruments in music therapy can
help indicate when it is appropriate to use specific mallet percussion instruments.
Stevens (2005) created a unique mallet grasp in order to allow contemporary music to be
played on the marimba by holding four mallets at a time. This was similar to vibraphone
techniques (Cheeseman, 2013) that were used in jazz, although Stevens’ mallet grip had been
adapted to make interval changing easier between the two mallets in each hand. These grips
offer different ways for therapists to use the marimba as a primary instrument in music therapy.
The marimba has since been used in high school marching bands and drum corps (Lucas,
2017). This has expanded the exposure of the instrument to students at a younger age. High
schools and universities have increased their number of percussion ensembles since the creation
of the percussion ensemble during second world war (Parker, 2010). As high school students are
exposed to mallet instruments at a young age there may be a growing interest for students to
learn how the instrument can be used clinically when studying music therapy in college.
Several studies outside of the field of music therapy addressed the use of mallet
percussion in music education. Buchan (2015) studied the use of marimba in a four-day music
making program with twelve nine-year-old school students. Students processed their feelings
regarding learning the instrument through several different art modalities including poetry and
drawing. Through interviews themes such as student’s emotional expression and musical
“knowing”, which was described as the way students experience the instrument were assessed
qualitatively in narrative form. Limitations included the time limitation and the wide range of
interventions including musical play, art, and interviews.
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Buchan (2015) and Best (2014) both determined that group marimba playing could
increase self-esteem. While these studies were not conducted by music therapists it indicates
potential in meeting social and emotional goals.
Conclusion
The presented research indicates several gaps in the literature. While there have been
several studies looking at improvisational music therapy with children with ASD there have been
conflicting results. While the TIME-A study (Bieleninik et al., 2017) did not show positive
results when focusing on musical engagement there were several studies that did (Bieleninik, et
al., 2017; Geretsegger et al., 2016; Kim, 2016), indicating that there is a need for further research
in improvisational music therapy in order to determine its clinical effectiveness.
There is a similar need to explore the use of other instruments in Nordoff Robbins music
therapy as this can add to the literature regarding how different instruments are used in
improvisational music therapy. Where there were three studies looking at the use of guitar or
bass in Nordoff Robbins music therapy (Brady, 2016; Carpente, 2010; Soshensky, 2005) there
have been no studies looking at keyboard instruments besides the piano. This study contributes
to a gap in the literature regarding keyboard instruments in Nordoff Robbins music therapy by
exploring clinical techniques that were effective on the marimba and exploring the potential use
of the marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy.
This study also contributes to the use of percussion in music therapy. The literature on
mallet percussion currently discusses the use of the instruments in ensembles and school settings
(Buchan, 2015; Lucas, 2017; Parker, 2010). This indicates growth in the use of the instrument
but shows a gap in the literature when discussing mallet percussion in music therapy. The
current literature on percussion in music therapy focuses on what instruments are used and how
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music therapy educators teach percussion (Knight & Matney, 2012; Matney, 2016; Scheffel &
Matney, 2014). As more music therapists and music therapy students are introduced to the
marimba it is important to explore the clinical potential of the instrument to add to the literature
regarding percussion in music therapy.
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Method
This study explored the use of marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy with children
with ASD. Data consisted of videotaped music therapy sessions, index sheets from the music
therapy sessions, and detailed narratives of clinical excerpts. A thematic analysis was completed
to determine trends that occurred in the sessions.
A thematic analysis was chosen based on its qualitative nature. The earliest Nordoff and
Robbins research was done through the process of indexing (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007) that
focuses on the client’s interactions with the therapist and the clinical use of music. An inductive
analytic approach to a thematic analysis is a qualitative way to look at patterns that develop in
research without a preexisting theory that the researcher had (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This was
chosen because it parallels well with the nature of Nordoff Robbins music therapy (Aigen, 1996;
Nordoff & Robbins, 2007) as both look at what is emerging within the data after it is collected.
There are no preexisting codes or concepts that a researcher or therapist is attempting to fit
preexisting data into.
Three clients each received two individual 30 to 45-minute music therapy sessions over
the course of three weeks. Each client received two sessions to allow them to be introduced to
the instrument and to provide an opportunity for themes to reoccur after they were familiar with
the instrument.
As the clinician- researcher, I reviewed the filmed sessions to note the client’s
interactions and musical responses. A thematic analysis was conducted to synthesize musical
interactions that occurred with the use of marimba in improvisational music therapy. Detailed
narratives of clinical excerpts were also included. In addition, I listed my own experience as a
therapist and investigator through private journaling to establish trustworthiness during the study.
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The process of indexing in Nordoff Robbins music therapy was completed to remove
myself from the session while I reviewed the filmed sessions. There is no way to be completely
removed from the sessions in the process of indexing, but it is done to allow the clinicianresearcher to develop an awareness of themselves and the session. In order to attempt to become
aware of any bias, I had journaled during this process of indexing. Approval from the Molloy
College Institutional Review Board was obtained prior to beginning this research (see Appendix
A).
Participants
Using a convenience sampling strategy, three clients were chosen from my current place
of employment, MarbleJam Kids. All participants required the following inclusion criteria: (a) a
diagnosis of ASD; (b) be between the ages of 10 and 28 years old; (c) have the physical
capability to grasp and utilize marimba mallets, and; (d) have the capacity to stand at the
marimba to utilize the instrument. Inclusion criteria (c) and (d) are important due to the large
size of the instrument. This assessment was based on reviewing client’s files. As the clinicianresearcher I already had access to these files as an employed therapist at MarbleJam Kids. In the
event that there were more than three participants who fit the above criteria, clients who were
within five years of age were going to be chosen in a tie breaking scenario, but this was not
required in this study.
A detailed information form was provided to all parents whose children meet the above
criteria (see Appendix B). The information form listed the topic of investigation, purpose of the
study, and the procedure. This was provided in person by myself, the researcher, to provide
opportunity for participants and parents to ask questions. The information form also included a
consent form to provide a means of informed consent for parents and caregivers.
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Materials
A 4.3 octave marimba was used in all study sessions. 4.3 octave refers to the range and
size of the instrument. This is a midsized instrument that offers enough space for the therapist
and client to use the instrument simultaneously. This is the typical size instrument that you
would see in high school and ensemble settings although marimbas with larger and smaller
ranges exist. The instrument consists of keys made of padauk wood. She-e Wu-4 signature
series marimba mallets manufactured by innovative percussion were provided for the
participants to use in addition to the therapist. This is a yarn marimba mallet with a medium
sound.
In addition to the marimba, clients were provided with instrument choices including hand
drums, percussive shakers, tambourines, an ocean drum, and a tom drum and a cymbal. This
was done to provide the clients with opportunities to explore several different instruments as I
supported them clinically using the marimba. This provided opportunities for the therapist to use
the marimba as an accompanying instrument as the participants explore other instruments, and as
an instrument that the therapist and client can use together.
A Samsung SC-DC173U camcorder was used to record the sessions. The filmed sessions
were stored and reviewed using a password-protected computer only accessible by the researcher
and clinical director of MarbleJam Kids.
Clinical Procedure
This study took place in the music therapy treatment room at MarbleJam Kids. Each of
the three participants received two individual music therapy sessions ranging from 30 to 45
minutes over the course of four weeks. Each client received two sessions to allow them to be
introduced to the instrument and to provide an opportunity for themes to reoccur.
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The marimba was used as the music therapist’s primary instrument while participants had
access to the other instruments including hand drums, percussive shakers, tambourines, an ocean
drum, and a tom drum and a cymbal. This gave participants the choice to either share the
marimba with the therapist or utilize other instruments. This was done to ensure that clients had
the opportunity to be autonomous and ensure that clients were not being forced to play the
marimba. Following standard ethical and clinical practices, clients were able to choose whatever
instrument(s) they want to play at all times, and were also able to choose to not play any
instrument at all. Clients were not coerced into playing the marimba. Instead, it was presented in
the room and played by myself, the therapist-researcher. This was done to explore the potential
of the marimba as an accompanying instrument and an instrument that participants were able to
play.
Nordoff and Robbins (2007) procedural phases of creative music therapy were used to
structure each session. This included:
1. Meeting the Client Musically: The therapist improvised music using the marimba that
matched the clients emotional state and open channels of communication.
2. Evoking Musical Responses: Techniques include presenting short melodic motifs,
imitating client’s vocal sounds, and singing melodic word phrases to match the mood
state of the session or describe what the client is doing.
3. Developing Musical Skills, Expressive Freedom, and Unresponsiveness: This was done
to develop in the child a reliable body of experience and skill with which s/he can
identify, and to make the child expressively aware and responsive to others (p. 51).
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Additional clinical techniques were used in sessions to shape the client’s experience
(Bruscia, 1987). Techniques of empathy, elicitation, intimacy, structuring, redirection, and
emotional exploration were used as appropriately needed to treat the responses of each
participant and to engage the clients in reciprocal music play. Other principles of
improvisational music therapy that were focused on in sessions included building and
maintaining a positive therapeutic relationship, providing a secure environment, and facilitating
enjoyment (Geretsegger et al., 2015).
Data Analysis
Filmed sessions were reviewed and coded using an inductive thematic analysis. An
inductive thematic analysis is described as a “bottom up” form of analysis where there are not
preexisting coding frames that the researcher is trying to fit the data in (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Braun and Clarks’ (2006) six phase framework were used to guide the process. This includes:
1. Familiarizing yourself with the data- This includes immersing yourself with the data by
reviewing it several times in an active way. For this study filmed sessions were watched
and indexed more than one time before themes and original codes were developed.
2. Generating initial codes- These initial codes are different than the themes. These codes
were ideas that occurred and were listed in the narrative section of the index sheets. This
is a way to organize data before themes are formed.
3. Searching for themes- Once a list of codes was formed, they were analyzed and
combined to form overarching themes. Some initial codes became themes or sub themes
in this process.
4. Reviewing themes- This phase refines themes. First the original coded data were sorted
into themes and reviewed to determine if there was a coherent pattern. If there was not
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enough data in a theme it may have been combined with another. Additionally, this
process assisted in breaking apart large themes into clearer subthemes.
5. Defining and naming themes- This phase allowed the researcher to identify the essence or
point of each theme. It is important that themes don’t try to tell too much or too little and
that each theme can be described in a few sentences to address its purpose.
6. And producing a scholarly report- This is the final phase of a thematic analysis and was
done to tell the story of the data. This included evidence of themes with details and
examples (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
A thematic analysis is based on a constructivist worldview where the research questions
emerge during the coding process (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The therapist indexed (Nordoff &
Robbins, 2007) the sessions to determine important moments that occur. This process of
indexing focused on musical interactions and musical choices that were made. Index sheets in
this study included, but were not limited to compositional musical choices, instrument choices
for clients, how the therapist articulated the music that was being played, and what was done
harmonically in the music. This was noted in real time from moment to moment while
reviewing the filmed sessions. Narrative descriptions of the sessions and key moments were also
included in the index sheets. These functioned as the initial codes that Braun and Clark (2006)
discussed.
Narratives and index sheets were then compared and contrasted to determine themes.
Themes were discussed in a narrative form and clinical excerpts were described to discuss the
clinical implication of the themes. This emphasized the client’s experiences in music and began
to determine the clinical use of marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy.
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Protection of Human Subjects
The participants were already receiving music therapy with the therapist and had a sense
of familiarity with the therapist. Parents of subjects were provided with in depth descriptions of
the procedure and purpose of the study. This included a consent form for the parents to sign
indicating the sessions will be filmed and reviewed to complete the study (see Appendix B).
The use of providing instruments for clients to use in addition to the marimba was done
to ensure that the client had ample opportunities to engage in therapy. There would have been
limited opportunities for clients to engage musically without having a variety of instruments to
engage with.
Clients also had the opportunity to withdraw from the study at any time if they needed to
without any negative consequences in regard to their services at MarbleJam Kids. This was done
to ensure that client’s participation in music therapy and at MarbleJam kids was not impacted by
the study. Additionally, all of client’s names were withheld in the study to ensure privacy in the
publication of the research. This study was approved by Molloy College’s Institutional Review
Board prior to beginning the study (see appendix A).
Reliability, Validity, and Trustworthiness
I have played the marimba for several years and have a strong affiliation with the
instrument. This bias is partially why I chose to conduct an inductive thematic analysis. This
qualitative method provided room for me to answer the research question without trying to fit the
results into a preexisting code. A thematic analysis also allowed me to explore how the
instrument is used in Nordoff Robbins music therapy and not at quantitative effectiveness.
Braun and Clark’s (2006) six-phase framework was used to guide the process to ensure
that the study was structured. An inductive thematic analysis was chosen to allow themes to
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emerge upon review after data was collected. This leaves room for freedom as there are not
preexisting codes that the researcher is trying to fit the data into.
Sessions followed Bruscia’s (1987) procedural phrases to structure the sessions and
ensure continuity and dependability. Providing a framework for each session indicated that the
themes that occur were accurate and transferable. Clinical techniques (Bruscia, 1987;
Geretsegger et al., 2015) used were listed to ensure transferability as these techniques are used in
improvisational music therapy regularly.
Data for this study consisted of videotaped music therapy sessions, index sheets from
reviewing the music therapy sessions, and detailed narratives of clinical excerpts written by the
clinician- researcher. A narrative summary was also written after reviewing each session to
summarize the clinical use of marimba. In order to establish trustworthiness bracketing was
done through the therapist- researcher keeping a reflexive journal regarding their feelings of how
the use of marimba impacted the sessions prior to the start of the study and throughout the study.
Prior to the study any preconceived notions regarding why the marimba would be clinically
effective were listed to note bias. This included the size, range, and timbre of the instrument.
Memos were then taken in narrative form when conducting research that described observations
regarding the therapist’s feelings when reviewing the sessions, and to reveal biases that occurred
(Tufford & Newman, 2012). A thematic analysis was completed to determine trends that
occurred in the sessions based on the index sheets and narrative write ups.
Presentation of Findings
Findings are presented in narrative form that describe themes and patterns that occurred
in therapy. Clinical excerpts are described in detail to provide a clear understanding of the
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themes with musical examples included. Limitations and possible biases based on the journaling
that took place during the study are presented in narrative form in the Discussion.
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Results
This study explored the potential use of marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy with
children with ASD. Three clients received two music therapy sessions ranging from 30-45
minutes where I was facilitating the sessions as the therapist using the marimba. After
conducting an inductive thematic analysis, five themes were found. These themes were found
through analyzing the filmed sessions and using the process of indexing.
Participant Descriptions
Participant A. Participant A was a 24- year- old male who had been receiving music
therapy for one year. His parents were supportive of music therapy and both his mother and
father brought him to sessions. He also had three other siblings who appeared eager and willing
to take their brother on outings and assisted his parents in taking him to and from his music
therapy sessions when available. Participant A was often eager to enter the music therapy room
and appeared comfortable with me in sessions as evidenced by his willingness to engage in
musical play. Participant A has received group and individual music therapy with me for one
year. He has a primary diagnosis of ASD. He presented by having difficulty engaging with
peers in group setting. He often covered his ears when overstimulated, but was generally
pleasant in music therapy.
This participant had no severe physical limitations that impacted his participation in
music therapy. He was verbal with limited language and often needs prompting to express
simple wants and needs. In past sessions he was able to respond with simple one-word answers.
For example, when asked what instrument he wanted to use he often said “drum” or “guitar” in
response after taking several seconds to process the question. Participant A demonstrated the
capacity to sing short phrases of familiar songs. This was often done by filling in a lyrical
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prompt that I presented to him in sessions. His long-term music therapy goals were (a) to
increase expressive language through musical play, (b) to improve emotional wellbeing through
musical interactions, and (c) to develop autonomy through musical experiences.
Participant B. Participant B was a 23-year-old female who had been receiving individual
music therapy for 11 months. She had one younger brother who was developmentally delayed.
Both her father and mother were actively involved in her care. She participated in many
extracurricular activities including respite and day habilitation programs. She presented with a
lot of energy in music and often beat the drum at a loud dynamic volume. She sung familiar
songs with confidence and requested preferred music experiences at times. She was active in
music therapy and I allowed her to choose instruments to use around the room in order to
provide her with a sense of autonomy. She demonstrated the ability to sing familiar songs but
often had difficulty processing one step directions. She expressed herself in short phrases such
as “music fun!”, “drum fun!”, or “music time”. She often needed assistance to regulate her
playing and had difficulty singing or playing at softer dynamic levels.
She was diagnosed with ASD and Unspecified Pervasive Developmental Delays. Her
music therapy goals included (a) increasing expressive language through vocal and instrumental
play, (b) developing receptive language skills though musical interactions, (c) to develop a sense
of autonomy through musical interactions, and (d) to increase the ability to regulate through
musical play.
Participant C. Participant C was a high functioning child. He was a 12-year-old male
who had been receiving music therapy for one year and eight months. He came from a
supportive family with one younger brother and both his parents were highly involved in his
care. He had perfect pitch and often Participant C and I would create musical games where we
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repeated what each other played on the piano or other melodic instruments. Participant C was
more of a melodic player and had more difficulty repeating rhythmic patterns and deciphering
harmonies.
At times Participant C had difficulty getting motivated to engage in musical play and I
would request his assistance by playing a familiar melody incorrectly. This motivated
Participant C to correct my playing and engage. I often played a familiar experience in different
keys from session to session. Participant C would play the experience in the familiar key to
provide himself with a sense of familiarity and comfort. He had difficulty accepting change and
was rigid at times. He preferred not to share things about his home or school with me and
sessions revolved around musical play. His goals included (a) adapting to musical changes that
the therapist presents, (b) engaging in reciprocal musical play, (c) and increasing independence
through musical improvisations and novel musical experiences.
Thematic Results
Theme #1: Sharing the marimba to strengthen the therapeutic and musical
relationship. There were several instances where the marimba was shared between participants
and me. Depending on the client’s cognitive, physical, and musical abilities there were several
different uses of the instrument when sharing it. In some cases, clients appeared interested in the
instrument due to the novelty of the new instrument in the room. This may be due to the large
size of the instrument or timbre of the instrument. This led Participant A and Participant B to
explore the instrument with no prompting as they entered the room. They then allowed me to
join them in playing. Participant C shared the marimba with me once he discovered that he
could use it as a melodic instrument. These moments of sharing came authentically in the
session as I was conscious not to coerce participants in playing the instrument.
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Based on my examination of the sessions I found that the use of sharing the instrument
assisted in strengthening the therapeutic relationship with the participants. Sharing the
instrument allowed participants to engage in creating a joint musical experience with myself.
Due to the large size and range of the instrument clients were able to be autonomous when
playing the instrument while I had the musical range to support the participants musically.
Example 1: Participant A session #1. In Participant A’s first session he entered the
room and willingly went to the Marimba once I began to play. There is a sense of novelty when
seeing a large new instrument in the room that may have influenced his choice to begin exploring
the instrument. The participant began to explore the upper register of the instrument softly. I
matched his tempo in order to empathize with him. I played a familiar hello experience (see
Theme #4) to provide familiarity when using the new instrument. When singing the familiar B
section of the experience consisting of the lyric “What should we do today?” the participant
made eye contact with me and requested to use the drum. This indicated that the participant was
engaged in the familiar experience and listening to the lyrical prompt.
Example 2: Participant A session #2. This session was spent entirely at the marimba.
Participant A began to explore the instrument without prompting before I began to play.
Participant A played the marimba very rhythmically, similarly to how he had played the tom
drum in past sessions. Participant A would play a single tone on the marimba for several
minutes and I would harmonize around the tone in contrasting ways. For instance, when
Participant A was consistently playing a D natural, I responded by harmonizing using D Lydian
(see Figure 1). I soon transitioned to A major - a subtle change - but my participant noticed and
stopped playing in response to the change. This suggests that there was a musical connection
between me and my client that he was aware of.
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Figure 1. D Lydian.
Example 3: Participant B session #1. Participant B began to explore the marimba when
it was first presented to her. I began to sing a familiar experience and the participant began to
say “Music!” with an excited timbre in her voice while playing the marimba at a loud dynamic
volume in the lower register. She held one mallet in each hand as I was harmonizing using four
mallets (two in each hand). There was a sense of freedom in her playing as she constantly
moved between playing naturals and accidentals on the instrument. I began to sing “we’re in
music” reflecting her exciting and chaotic playing by using a chromatic pattern, moving major
triads up by half steps. This was done to reflect the freedom in exploring the instrument as she
pleases. I then began to resolve a C # major chord down by half step repeatedly, using the
tritone substitution of a V chord in C major to create a sense of structure while supporting her
chromatic playing. She soon began to explore the upper register of the instrument and I began to
play softer arpeggios in C major to reflect her softer playing.
Participant B has limited verbalizations and will often express herself with one-word
statements. My interpretation of her saying “music!” in an excited manner was that she enjoyed
the experience of using the instrument and was trying to communicate that experience with me.
The fact that she allowed me to continue playing the unfamiliar instrument and that she
continued to play with me suggests that she felt supported when playing the new instrument and
wanted to communicate with me vocally and musically.
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Example 4: Participant C sessions 1 and 2. Participant C shared the marimba during the
hello and goodbye experiences in both sessions. These were familiar musical experiences from
past sessions but were typically played on the piano. The experience of the participant sharing
the marimba with me was similar to the experience of Participant C sharing the piano with me in
the past. This is not surprising because he favors familiarity and will typically request familiar
experiences in music.
Participant C was able to play the bass note of the hello experience on the marimba as I
played the familiar melody. Participant C then played the melody of the goodbye experience
while I harmonized the experience in the lower register of the marimba (see Theme #4, Figure
12). This was done to support the client in playing the melody of the experience while
enhancing the experience musically. This is explained more in depth in theme #4 as both the
greeting experience and goodbye song are from Nordoff Robbins literature.
The similarity of Participant C’s experience on the marimba and the piano does not
indicate whether the marimba is more or less beneficial than the piano, but does demonstrate the
capacity for a therapist to use the marimba to develop a therapeutic and musical relationship with
a client in a similar way that the piano is used. This parallel between the marimba and the piano
also indicates that the musical relationship that was developed in past sessions was not hindered
by the introduction of the marimba.
Theme# 2: The use of marimba as an accompanying instrument. The marimba was
used as an accompanying instrument several times throughout the study. Participants had the
freedom to choose several contrasting instruments to explore during the study. This included
hand drums, percussive shakers, tambourines, an ocean drum, a tom drum, and a cymbal.
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Example 1: Participant A explored the ocean drum in several different ways. He began
by playing it slowly creating a wavelike sound as the instrument is intended to do. I
accompanied this sonic texture by playing ripple roles, a type of roll where I have each of my
four mallets hit independently, similarly to rolling an arpeggio on the piano, and singing “listen
to the ocean” at a legato tempo. A pentatonic scale was used to create a calm environment.
Participant A began to tap the bottom of the ocean drum to make a snare drum like sound. I
adapted my accompanying style by playing staccato rhythms. I moved back and forth between
the two contrasting styles of playing following my clients lead while continuing to use the
pentatonic scale. The use of playing rolls that do not have a steady rhythmic pattern and the
contrasting staccato playing were used to accompany the two contrasting ways Participant A
played the ocean drum.
Example 2: Participant B chose to play the jingle bells in each session and began to sing
the song Jingle Bells independently. This could have been due to the Christmas holiday soon
approaching as the session was conducted in mid-December. Participant B was playing the
melodic rhythm of the song when shaking the bells. I used the entire range of the instrument by
playing the melody in octaves using my right hand. I played a conventional I-IV-V progression
to harmonize the experience (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Jingle Bells.
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I then adjusted the melodic rhythm of the experience making it more syncopated using
dotted quarter notes in order to challenge my client musically (see Figure 3). She did not play
the presented syncopated pattern but demonstrated an awareness of the change by playing the
shakers in an unstructured way by shaking them constantly similarly to a role.

Figure 3. Jingle Bells Variation.
Example 3: The tambourine was chosen by Participant C and an improvisational
rhythmic game was facilitated. Similar games had been played in the past without the use of the
marimba. The game began with simple rhythms and then gradually became more complicated
over time. The basic structure of the experience is outlined below. Participant C appeared very
engaged in the piece. He displayed a positive affect and was focused on the experience. A brief
one measure A section was presented and then a rhythmic pattern would be played for him to
respond to (see Figure 4)

Figure 4. Tambourine Improvisation.
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Theme # 3: Rhythmic structuring. There were several contrasting ways that the
marimba was used to create a clear rhythmic structure. This is an important theme because the
marimba is a percussive instrument but has contrasting capabilities to other percussive
instruments due to its chromatic structure. The marimba contrasts to other percussive
instruments as it has the capability for ostinato patterns in addition to melodic and harmonic
patterns in order to create rhythmic structures. There is also a distinct timbre and sustain to the
keys of the marimba that allow it to provide rhythmic structuring. There is not a long sustain
after striking the bars of the instrument but there is a clear impact that allows for clear rhythms.
There is less sustain in the higher register of the instrument that allows for clear melodic patterns
to be heard. The examples below describe the use or rhythmic structuring in order to assist
clients in maintaining a basic beat and in order to repeat rhythmic patterns. Examples of ostinato
patterns to create structured improvisations are also described.
Example 1: Participant A chose to explore the drum in his first session. I decided to use
the precomposed song Charlie Knows How to Beat that Drum by Paul Nordoff (1962). This
song allowed Participant A to maintain a basic beat as it is intended to do (see Theme #4).
I then then transitioned to the Key of D minor and began an improvisation to facilitate the
participant in exploring the drum. In order to reflect the low tone of the tom drum that the client
was playing I played large intervals using the wide range of the keyboard. The use of arpeggios
was done to indicate a clear downbeat in the bass of the marimba while adding harmonic
structure (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. D Minor Improvisation.
Example 2: An improvisation using E mixolydian was used to create a structured drum
experience. I played quarter notes using a fifth in my left hand to reflect the steady beating that
Participant B was playing (see Theme #3). Participant B played confidently at a loud dynamic
volume as she typically does in music. The use of the mixolydian mode appeared appropriate as
there is a powerful feeling that is created by the flat seventh of the scale. Additionally, the use of
playing fifths in the bass provides a sense of grounding to enhance and reflect the steady rhythm
from participant B. I then was able to syncopate my playing and Participant B was able to adjust
and fill in musical space after several reputations and prompting (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. E Mixolydian Improvisation.
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Example 3: Participant C had engaged in a musical game where he would repeat musical
patterns on the piano that I would present on the marimba. I chose to use this opportunity to
expose Participant C to intervals and chord structures. Participant C had already demonstrated
the ability to repeat melodies when sharing the instrument in the hello experiences. The game
began by exposing Participant C to intervals of a third (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Improvisation Using Major Thirds.
I began to play triads using block chords at one point in the experience and Participant C
played the top note of the chord after hearing it. I then played arpeggios in order to introduce
him to chords in a more gradual way where he can succeed in repeating the chords. Some
arpeggios had to be repeated but the basic structure of the experience is notated below (see
Figure 8).

Figure 8. Arpeggio Repetition Game.
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Example 4: The use of ostinato patterns was present when working with Participant A.
The use of straight eight notes in the left hand was used to create an ostinato in a middle eastern
improvisation. I them improvised using the middle eastern scale while playing the ostinato
pattern in my left hand. This scale consists of several half steps and can create tension. This
reflected a moment where the participant was freely exploring the marimba and playing several
half steps (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. Middle Eastern Ostinato Pattern.
The same rhythmic ostinato pattern was used to transition to a D lydian improvisation
(see Figure 10). The use of steady eighth notes in the left hand continued to allow for Participant
A to organize their playing.

Figure 10. D Lydian Ostinato Pattern.
The use of ostinato patterns in my left hand was also used in order to facilitate an
improvisation on the ocean drum with Participant A (see Theme #2 Example 1). This
improvisation used an E major pentatonic scale and the same similar eight note ostinato pattern
as in the example above. The harmony consisted of an E major and A major chord to harmonize
with the pentatonic scale.
The B section of the experience used a different ostinato pattern consisting of quarter
notes using chords. This change in the ostinato pattern was reflective of my client tapping the
bottom of the ocean drum in order to create a more staccato percussive sound. I was then able to
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alternate between the two contrasting patterns during the experience (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. E Pentatonic Left-Hand Patterns.
Theme # 4- The use of Nordoff Robbins repertoire on marimba. There were several
pieces from Nordoff Robbins musical literature that were used in the session. These songs had
to be adapted for the use of the marimba and were not played exactly as they were published due
to the nature of the marimba being played with four mallets unlike a piano. I was attempting to
capture the authenticity of the pieces when using them. The pieces were not arranged for the
marimba prior to the study as this could have led to bias in me using the pieces in the study.
This theme was important because there is a lot of published music in Nordoff Robbins
music therapy that is focused on during the training. There are compositional choices that are
made in this literature that are designed to meet specific music therapy goals. For instance, the
bass line in Charlie Knows How to Beat that Drum (Nordoff & Robbins, 1962) is designed to
promote basic beating. This was able to be reproduced on the marimba in order to meet the
original goal of the song. Compositional choices like this are imperative in Nordoff Robbins
therapy so seeing how these compositions translated to the marimba was important to me.
Example 1: Hello. This piece was familiar to Participant C and Participant B prior to the
study. Participant C used the piece to engage with me when sharing the marimba. The use of
the familiar piece of music allowed for the client to use the marimba in a purposeful familiar
way. The participant played the bass note of the piece without any prompting.
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Participant B used the familiar piece as a vocal experience. She was able to sing the
familiar lyrics and chose what instrument to play when the B section was played. While this was
a vocal experience for her, she was able to be introduced to the marimba simultaneously as she
explored playing the instrument during the experience. This forced there to be some freedom in
the experience as there was a need for improvisation in the experience.
This experience was able to be musically replicated on the marimba by having me play
the melody and the bass note on the instrument. The original piece is written using a distinct
major fourth to begin the melody. There is also a clear bass note placed on the downbeat that
was replicated on the marimba by myself or Participant C depending on the session. While not
all of the harmonies of the original piece were included in this study the melodic theme was
prominent (see Figure 12).

Figure 12. Hello- Paul Nordoff.
Example: Charlie Knows how to Beat That Drum. Charlie Knows How to Beat that
Drum (Nordoff & Robbins, 1962) was used for Participant A and Participant C. There is a clear
objective in this piece to provide clients with a basic beat in order to structure their playing. This
was done by playing a similar ostinato pattern in my left on the marimba that is played on the
piano in the original composition (see Figure 13). The melody of the original composition was
played in octaves on the marimba using my right hand.
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When playing the B section of the piece on the marimba I used hand to hand rolls to
reflect the client’s faster and slower playing. This section of the piece is very playful and
incorporates an accelerando. When using the piano, a clinician might use the pedal to sustain
notes in the B section during the accelerando. In order to mimic this effect on the marimba I
adjusted the speed of my roll while playing.

Figure 13. Charlie Knows How to Beat that Drum Bass Lines.
Example: Let’s Sing a Song. This piece was used with Participant B loosely. I was
reflecting the harmonic progression of the piece on the marimba while incorporating a walking
bass line similarly to the original composition. I used open voicing to harmonize as in the
original composition, but the voicings were not identical to the original composition. When
playing the B section, I played the melody notes that I was intending my client to sing in the
upper range of the marimba. I would then leave musical space for her to repeat the melody I
played. This was done in order to introduce her to the vocal part similarly to the original
composition.
Example: We Just Want to Say Goodbye. This composition was played in an
untraditional way as I did not play the melody at all in this study. Participant C is very melodic
and will often engage in playing melodies on the piano. This paralleled to the marimba quite
easily. At times it seemed that it was even easier for Participant C to play melodies on the
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marimba because he did not have to decide what fingers to use. He often used one mallet in his
right hand in order to play melodies.
I facilitated this experience by rolling chords using four mallets to outline the harmonic
progression. The bassline written in the original composition was not incorporated in the
marimba. The use of rolling chords was done in order to ensure that the melody my client was
playing was clearly heard. Additionally, when rolling chords there is not as structured of a
tempo for my client to follow. This is important when exploring the new instrument because I
can take liberties in following any rubatoes or tempo fluctuations that Participant C would play
when learning how to navigate the new instrument melodically.
Theme #5: The use of mallet techniques to reflect emotional qualities of the music.
There were several different mallet strokes I used in order to reflect and match my clients
throughout this study. This is important to note as an important concept in Nordoff Robbins
therapy is matching the emotional quality of our clients. While the mallet techniques described
below are not music therapy techniques, they indicate that the marimba has the potential to be
played in contrasting ways in order to meet client’s needs. Throughout the study I was typically
supporting my clients while playing with four mallets (two in each hand). The left most mallet,
or bass mallet is typically referred to as mallet number one, and the right most mallet playing the
highest pitched note is referred to as the four mallet. Different mallet stroke types will be
described prior to each example in order to provide an understanding of how I was playing.
Double vertical strokes. Double vertical strokes are when both mallets hit the keyboard at
the same time. This can be used to play an interval if one hand is playing a double vertical
stroke independently, or a chord if each hand is playing the double vertical stroke at once. This
would allow me to play four notes at a time. This is beneficial when playing block chords.
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Double vertical strokes were used when supporting Participant A in theme one example
two. This was done in order to provide a clear rhythmic pattern and tempo to follow. In this
example there was a clear rhythmic pattern that my client was playing. I was able to expand on
what my client was playing by adding harmony while mirroring his rhythmic pattern.
Double vertical strokes were also used to accompany drum play in theme two example
two. The use of playing four notes at a time to create a driving supportive sound was paired with
the mixolydian mode discussed above to support Participant B. Mixolydian can be a powerful
mode and reflects the forward motion and loud confident playing that Participant A presented
with.
Dead strokes. Dead strokes are a technique that is used when playing the marimba where
you use your mallet to mute the sustain of the note that you play. This is done by keeping the
mallet on the bars of the marimba after you strike them in order to dampen the sustain of the
notes. This creates a staccato effect that is similar to a palm mute on the guitar or letting go of
the sustain pedal on the piano. This can be beneficial when trying to present a clear rhythm
without having any sustain or for a contrasting musical effect.
Theme two example one was a very prominent use of dead strokes. This was when
Participant B played the ocean drum by tapping the bottom of the instrument. This was done to
reflect the staccato playing that my client was engaging in by tapping the bottom of the ocean
drum. This staccato effect was playful and reflected the exploratory way that Participant B was
playing the ocean drum. This is a more rhythmic way of playing the marimba because there is
less sustain. Participant B was also dampening the sustain of the ocean drum by tapping the
bottom of the drum and not rolling the beads on the inside of the drum.
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Hand to hand rolls. Hand to hand rolls are used to create a meter less effect like a snare
drum roll. This specific type of roll is done by playing alternating double vertical strokes in each
hand quickly. Hand to hand rolls were used to provide harmony without a clear rhythmic
structure. I did not incorporate melody on the instrument when using rolls although it is
commonly done in the top note of the chord.
When using hand to hand rolls to harmonize “we just want to say goodbye”, the melody
was being played on the instrument by Participant C. Participant C is very melodic and, to
support him, hand to hand rolls allowed the melody to be heard while creating a fuller harmonic
sound. There are also some liberties that can be taken when playing hand to hand rolls because
there is no melodic rhythm being played. This allowed me to follow the melody that Participant
C was playing.
Hand to hand rolls were also used in the B section of “Charlie Knows how to Beat that
Drum”. This is a section where clients are instructed to play quickly or slowly. This includes a
slow accelerando. Due to the rhythmic freedom of hand to hand rolls there is an opportunity for
me to facilitate the accelerando and playful emotion of the B section by using this technique.
Ripple rolls. Ripple rolls create a similar effect as hand to hand rolls but do not use any
form of a double vertical stroke. Here four mallets are played independently and hit the
instrument at a different time. This creates a freer flow sound than a hand to hand roll. This is
beneficial when creating a meter less sound consisting of arpeggios. This creates a soundscape
similar to an ocean drum, but I am able to add harmony.
The most prominent use of ripple rolls was when Participant B used the ocean drum.
This is because the ocean drum is a flowing instrument. There is no melody played on the
instrument and it creates a blanket of sound throughout the room, similar to the use of hand to
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hand rolls. Ripple rolls did not feel appropriate when my client began tapping the ocean drum
because there was a clear rhythmic pattern that was being played, causing me to play the dead
strokes described above.
Ripple rolls were also used to facilitate an experience where Participant B was playing
the windchimes. I chose to play major seven chords with open voicings (fifths in each hand) in
order to create a calming and soothing experience. Similar to the ocean drum, the windchimes
create a blanket of sound. I also used my voice to accompany the experience by singing “listen
to the wind”. Because there was no melody being played on the marimba when using the ripple
roles, it seemed appropriate to incorporate my voice at times to create a simple melodic structure.
Permutations. Permutations refer to the order in which the player plays the four mallets
that are being used. Mallet players typically refer to their left most, or bass mallet as mallet
number one and their right most mallet as mallet number four. There are many different orders
that a player can use permutations in order to create contrasting musical experiences. The player
can also combine different mallet strokes within their playing in order to create different
experiences. This can mean that the player can play four mallets separately (ie: 1234) or any
mallet combination together (ie: 1&4, 2&3).
Theme three example one used a 1234 permutation in order to play arpeggios when
Participant A was playing the drum. I played these arpeggios to provide forward momentum to
the improvisation. Accenting beats one and three help provide clear rhythmic structure without
using block chords. This is similar to finger plucking on the guitar or arpeggiating chords on the
piano to create a calmer mood.
Arpeggios were also played in theme three example three when introducing Participant C
to chords. This was done to break down each chord in order for him to hear each individual
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pitch. Participant C was not able to decipher harmony when triads were being played. These
arpeggios were played using a 12324 permutation. This creates a less stressful auditory
experience for my client as there is a breakdown of what is being heard that was not there when
playing block chords.
Melody. The marimba also has the capability to play melody as it is a keyboard
instrument. This can be done with any mallet, but typically the melody is played in the four, or
right most mallet, putting the melody in the highest register of the instrument. In order to make
the melody more prominent, two mallets were used instead of four at times in order to ensure
that the melody is clear and heard. There is also potential for another player to provide melody
as the marimba is large enough for two people to play at once.
Melody was played on the marimba when Participant C was engaging in plying familiar
experiences. This included the hello and goodbye experiences (See Theme #4). In the hello
song the melody was played by me using two mallets and Participant C played the bass note.
During the goodbye experience Participant C played the melody while I was harmonizing the
experience using hand to hand rolls. Participant C played the melody with two mallets in the
goodbye experience but primarily used his right hand as it is his dominant hand.
The melody was played in the B section of “Let’s Sing a Song” when Participant B was
singing. This was done to provide my client with an auditory prompt in order to allow her to
successfully sing. Placing the melody in the upper register of the marimba made it clear for her
to hear while matching her upbeat energy when singing the song. Here the melody was played in
octaves using my right hand. There is an altered octave grip that I used to facilitate this that
allowed me to sustain the interval of an octave when holding two mallets in my right hand.
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Lastly when accompanying Participant C in playing the tambourine (Theme 2, Example
3) the melody was played in the top note of the A section. The melody was being sung as well
and harmonized in thirds on the marimba. This was a brief example of a one measure melody
that was used in a repetitive form to create a predictable pattern. This was primarily a rhythmic
experience, but the melody provided an A, B structure.
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Discussion
In the exploration of the marimba’s clinical potential with children with ASD, the
following themes were constructed: (a) sharing the marimba to strengthen the therapeutic
relationship, (b) the use of marimba as an accompanying instrument, (c) rhythmic structuring,
(d) the use of Nordoff Robbins repertoire on marimba, and (e) the use of mallet techniques to
reflect emotional qualities of the music. In order to reflect the improvisational model used in
Nordoff Robbins music therapy, there were no preexisting sets of songs or musical experiences
for each client.
Theme one - sharing the marimba to strengthen the therapeutic and musical relationship
- correlates with the theory of the music child. This is an inborn sense of musicality that our
clients have within themselves (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007). The therapeutic relationship is
discussed thoroughly in Nordoff Robbins music therapy as it develops through engaging with the
child in joint music making experiences (Aigen, 1996; Nordoff & Robbins, 2007). In this study,
analysis of the data suggests that the act of sharing the marimba with clients strengthened the
musical and therapeutic relationship, due to the size, range, and timbre of the instrument.
When sharing the instrument, the therapeutic relationship was the vehicle used to
empathize with my clients musically (i.e., Theme #1, Example #2). Empathy was established by
harmonizing the pitch that Participant A was playing in contrasting ways (Bruscia, 1987).
Similarly, techniques of empathy were used to engaged with Participant B (Theme #1, Example
#3) when she began to explore the instrument in her first session. Participant C used the
instrument to play familiar musical experiences melodically with me, but the use of sharing the
instrument was important in order to create a joint musical experience. This was showcasing my
client’s musical strengths as he is a very melodic player, and I was able to support him
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harmonically. Focusing on client’s musical strengths is a concept in Nordoff Robbins music
therapy that can strengthen the therapeutic relationship (Aigen, 1996).
Past studies that incorporated improvisational music therapy had a similar focus on the
therapeutic relationship (Brady, 2016; Carpente, 2010; Kim, 2009; Kim, 2016). While Carpente
(2010) and Brady (2016) discuss the use of the therapeutic relationship when using string
instruments, there was not a focus on sharing the instruments clinically. Randomized control
trials (Kim, 2009; Kim, 2016) assessed social and motivational aspects of improvisational music
therapy impacting the therapeutic relationship but did not discuss the clinical potential of sharing
an instrument. The large size of the marimba and the unique ability to have multiple people play
at once are unique to this study.
Nordoff Robbins music therapy prioritizes engaging the client in music making (Bruscia,
1987). This was evident in theme two- using the marimba as an accompanying instrument.
When Participant A was exploring the ocean drum, I moved between two contrasting ways of
supporting Participant A, and he was able to follow my changes (Theme #2, Example #1). His
ability to musically adapt indicated that he was musically engaged in my marimba playing when
exploring the ocean drum. Similarly, Participant C was engaged in repeating rhythmic patterns
when playing the tambourine. This sense of musical engagement was listed as common
characteristic of improvisational music therapy (Geretsegger et al., 2015). The use of contrasting
accompaniment patterns was a way to tap into the participant’s musical intelligence to promote
interactions (Aigen, 1996).
Using the marimba in theme three- rhythmic structuring was similar to Brady’s (2016)
theme of grounding when using the bass guitar in Nordoff Robbins music therapy. Additionally,
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this is done in order to develop client’s musical skills (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007) as they learn
how to organize themselves in a basic beat and follow musical cues and tempo.
When using the marimba to provide rhythmic grounding Participant C was repeating
melodic and rhythmic patterns (Theme #3, Examples #1 and #2). Similarly, participant B was
engaged in active music making when using the familiar song Jingle Bells (Theme #2, Example
#2). The use of the alternative rhythm (see Figure 3) in this experience was used to challenge the
client and expand on her musical skills as well (Aigen, 1996).
Concepts of rhythm or tempo were incorporated in several assessment tools (Cripps,
Tsiris, and Spiro, 2016). This indicates that tempo and rhythmic grounding are important
concepts in improvisational music therapy as they can assess growth in clients towards reaching
clinical goals. As rhythm is a music centered concept it was categorized under musical attention,
relatedness, and engagement in some assessment tools. There is also a need to focus on rhythmic
grounding when training music therapists (Knight and Matney, 2012). When framing how to use
percussive instruments clinically, instrumental skills, musical skills, therapeutic functions of
percussion, and therapeutic applications of percussion were listed. The ability to provide
rhythmic grounding parallels to Knight and Matney’s (2012) discussion of the therapeutic
functions of percussion. Knight and Matney (2012) did not solely discuss the clinical use of the
marimba, but rather focused on percussion as a whole. This suggests that there is value in
discussing the theme of rhythmic grounding when using the marimba specifically.
Nordoff Robbins repertoire was able to be adapted from the piano to the marimba
because of the changes made in the range and timbre of the marimba since the origin of mallet
percussion (Garfias, 1983; Schutz, 2008). Additionally, there have been many compositional
contributions to the marimba that have introduced players to different bass lines and ostinato
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patterns (Parker, 2010). Historically, the xylophone was used primarily for ragtime music and
music in major keys. Mallet percussion repertoire was then expanded to include more pieces in
minor keys with the development of the marimba (parker, 2010). Theme #4 - the use of Nordoff
Robbins repertoire on marimba was impacted by these evolvements on the marimba. With the
expansion of the use of marimba in schools and ensembles (Lucas, 2017), and the development
of different mallet grips (Cheeseman, 2013; Stevens, 2005), a clinical expansion should be
studied. As mallet players develop different techniques there are more clinical possibilities for
arranging Nordoff Robbins compositions for the marimba.
The sustain of the notes of the marimba also allowed me to provide a fuller sounding and
more supportive harmony when my clients were playing the melody in Hello and We Just Want
to Say Goodbye. The use of the descending bassline in Let’s Sing a Song is also evident of how
the marimba contrasts to early xylophone music (Shultz, 2008). This was due to the larger range
of the instrument and contrasting timbres between the upper and lower register. The bassline in
Charlie Knows how to Beat that Drum is an example of how the marimba is used to create a
supportive musical experience for a client in a similar way to the piano. This was also possible
due to advances in mallet technique and grip allowing me to play a fluid ostinato pattern
(Cheeseman, 2013; Stevens, 2005).
Soshensky (2005) arranged Simon’s Bells for the guitar when studying the application of
guitar in Nordoff Robbins music therapy. He had changed the key of the original song in order
to adapt it on the guitar and focused on the harmony and movement of the piece. This was
similar to how I utilized Hello and We Just Want to Say Goodbye on the marimba. Focusing on
the harmony was key as I was using four mallet marimba technique in this study and could not
play the pieces as originally written for piano.
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Theme #5 - the use of mallet techniques to reflect the emotional qualities of the music,
parallels to uses of marimba to promote relaxation (Matney, 2017) or self-esteem (Best, 2014).
While marimba was not the sole focus in either study, pre- and post-tests indicated that the
marimba promoted change in emotional states. Buchan (2015) found that the marimba can
promote “musical knowing,” or a way that students experience the instrument. These results
suggest that the marimba can be used to reflect emotional qualities as it is eliciting an emotional
experience. While these studies (Best, 2014; Buchan, 2015; Matney, 2017) indicate clinical use
of the marimba, there was no discussion regarding the musical techniques used on the
instrument.
Stevens (2005) published in depth methods on how to use mallet grips when playing the
marimba as a performer. Due to publications regarding how to play the marimba, and the
increase in percussion ensembles in high schools (Lucas, 2017), theme #5 is useful in addressing
how to apply musical skills clinically. As more individuals learn how to play the marimba, there
should be more research on what different emotional responses may be elicited by the marimba.
The musical techniques discussed include, but are not limited to staccato, legato, melodic, or
harmonic paying. When engaging clients in improvisational music therapy there is a need for
guidelines and structure (Geretsegger et al., 2014; Geretsegger et al., 2015), in addition to the
therapist being musically capable of supporting their client (Aigen, 1996; Nordoff & Robbins,
2007).
By addressing the use of playing different arpeggios, permutations, melodies, and rolls on
marimba, the data indicates that the marimba can be used to elicit different emotional qualities
from clients. For example, playing arpeggios provided a challenging structure for Participant C
(i.e., Theme #3, Example #3). By providing him with short arpeggiated themes to repeat, I was
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able to match his energy as an explorative playful client while challenging him through asking
him to mirror what I was playing. Participant C was attempting to repeat what I was playing in a
playful way, but was having difficulty deciphering block chords. I accommodated him by
simplifying chords to arpeggios and introducing him to a simpler form of harmony, while
engaging with his playful manner.
Contrasting mallet techniques were used when supporting the playing of the ocean drum.
The use of ripple rolls to reflect the gentle playing of the ocean drum and using dead strokes to
create a more powerful sound (Theme #2, Example #1) indicates that the marimba can be used to
empathize with clients musically, and to elicit contrasting playing styles (Bruscia, 1987). The
ability to utilize clinical techniques on the marimba indicates that there is clinical rationale for
the use of marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy.
Implications for Clinical Practice
The results of this study indicate that the marimba can be used in Nordoff Robbins music
therapy. There are several musical implications discussed such as rhythmic grounding and the
use of Nordoff Robbins repertoire on marimba. Additionally, examples with musical
descriptions included were discussed in order to indicate that the marimba benefitted
participants.
There have been expansions in Nordoff Robbins music therapy with the use of guitar
(Carpente, 2010; Sochensky, 2005) and bass (Brady, 2016) indicating that the Nordoff Robbins
worldview is applicable to other instruments. Nordoff Robbins research focuses with the use of
the piano, but there is potential for other instruments to be explored. There is a focus on how the
range and timber of the marimba was used clinically in this study. There may be similar
potential when looking at other instruments such as woodwinds or brass instruments. This
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parallels to the expansion of the use of marimbas in schools and orchestras (Garfias, 1983;
Lucas, 2017; Schutz, 2008). As the marimba continues to be used in schools, it should be
addressed that the marimba has clinical implications in music therapy. While the AMTA states
that music therapists must “lead and accompany proficiently on instruments including, but not
limited to, voice, piano, guitar, and percussion” (AMTA, 2013, para. 4.1.1) the research on using
other instruments clinically is scarce.
Limitations
These results are not meant to be a prescriptive set of guidelines for how to use the
marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy, but rather an indicator that the marimba has unique
qualities to offer clients. There were several limitations in this study. This was not a longitudinal
study as it only occurred over several weeks. This did not allow for long term effects of the
marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy to be studied. Additionally, there were only three
participants. This is a small sample size and does not properly represent the autism population.
A larger sample size and longer study would increase trustworthiness and credibility.
The fact that I was the researcher and therapist is a significant limitation. This is
common in Nordoff Robbins music therapy as it allows the therapist to review their sessions
(Nordoff & Robbins, 2007). To increase trustworthiness, I kept personal journals in order to
reflect on the study and address any countertransference’s that occurred (see example below).
I found it hard to be so physically distant from Participant C at times when he was at the
piano. This was a time where a co therapist would have been ideal. There were also
moments where I felt he did not want to share with me, but this is present without
marimba as well. He often does not want to play music and recalls video games, but
musical games are born from this. I am wondering if he feels more comfortable being at
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the piano as I am at the marimba, where I feel more comfortable sharing the same
instrument with Participant C.
The use of a co-therapist was also not possible for this study. In the original Nordoff
Robbins’ model there was always a second therapist in the room assisting clients in engaging
musically while the primary therapist created music at the piano (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007).
This was not implemented in this study as I did not have a co-therapist present.
Recommendations for Further Research
There is a need for further research as there are no other studies on the use of marimba in
Nordoff Robbins music therapy. If the study was recreated, I would suggest a larger number of
participants and an increase to the amount of sessions each client received. This would improve
trustworthiness and allow for long term effects to be studies. In addition, a co-therapist would
allow for further support for clients. A co-therapist could also assist in indexing the sessions and
may notice different themes.
Having a second Nordoff Robbins music therapist who is familiar in playing the marimba
would be beneficial for further research. This would allow for more music therapists to
implement their own authenticity and stylistic playing into the sessions. This could then be
compared and contrasted to this and other studies. Additionally, another researcher or therapist
would most likely adapt Nordoff Robbins repertoire differently or might choose to not
incorporate it at all.
There is a need to know how the marimba is used clinically with other populations and in
other settings as well. While this study focused on the use of marimba with children with ASD in
a private clinic, but there are many other populations that music therapists work with. There is a
need to explore how the marimba impacts clients who do not have a capacity to physically
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explore the instrument themselves as it was part of the inclusion criteria for this study. It may
also be beneficial to study what using a larger or smaller marimba would be like. The marimba in
this study was a mid sized instrument but smaller and larger models do exist. There are also
different mallet options such as harder and softer mallets that change the timber of the instrument
that were not discussed in this study.
Studies that discuss the use of other percussion instruments can also assist in contributing
to music therapy. The vibraphone and xylophone are mallet percussion instruments not discussed
in this study. Percussion instruments such as hand drums, shakers, and bells were also not
included in this study as it solely focused on the marimba. The majority of music therapy
research that focuses on percussion looks at all percussion instruments as a whole. When
looking at the differences between individual percussion instruments contrasting clinical
implications may be discovered.
Conclusion
This study explored the use of marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy with children
with ASD. Three participants received two individual music therapy sessions ranging from 30-45
minutes. Five themes were found using an inductive thematic analysis and the use of indexing to
review sessions. These themes were: (a) sharing the marimba to strengthen the therapeutic
relationship, (b) the use of marimba as an accompanying instrument, (c) rhythmic structuring, (d)
the use of Nordoff Robbins repertoire on marimba, and (e) the use of mallet techniques to reflect
emotional qualities of the music. The use of mallet techniques in addition to the timbre and
range of the instrument allowed for it to be used clinically to engage clients in musical
interactions. The examples included in the study indicate that the musical qualities of the
marimba can be used to engage clients with ASD.
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Appendix B
Consent Form

Graduate Music Therapy Program
Music Department
Molloy College
1000 Hempstead Ave
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
(516)- 323-3000
Exploring the Use of Marimba in Nordoff Robbins Music Therapy with
Children on the Autism Spectrum
Dear Parent or Guardian,
Your child is being invited to participate in a research study looking at the use of
marimba in Nordoff Robbins Music Therapy. This study is being conducted as part of the
completion of my master’s degree in music therapy at Molloy College. The marimba is a large
keyboard instrument with wooden keys that are struck with a yarn mallet. Nordoff Robbins
music therapy is a model of music therapy that uses improvised music created from moment to
moment to meet individual’s needs. Typically, the guitar or piano are used in Nordoff Robbins
music therapy, but I was curious to study the clinical use of marimba in this model because it
was my primary instrument during my undergraduate studies in music therapy and I had not had
the opportunity to use it clinically. There are many unique qualities to the marimba that could
make it an effective instrument to use when engaging children with autism spectrum disorder.
For instance, the large size of the instrument can allow children to engage in sharing the
instrument to develop social skills through reciprocal musical play. There is also a distinct timbre
of the instrument, due to the wooden keys, that can allow children to have a new musical
experience. While the marimba is a percussion instrument that is easy to play, the keys are tuned,
giving it a unique ability to be played melodically and harmonically at the same time. This
allows the instrument to potentially have many uses to help children reach their therapeutic
goals. There is currently no published or unpublished research on the use of the marimba in
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music therapy. I would like to add to the literature on this topic by completing this research
study.
Your child is being invited to participate in this study because they are currently engaging
in music therapy with me at MarbleJam Kids, Suite 204, 214 State St, Hackensack, NJ 07601.
This study will be taking place during your child’s regularly scheduled sessions with me in the
music therapy treatment room. Two sessions will be reviewed by me for themes in order to have
a clear understanding of how the marimba is used in music therapy with children with Autism
Spectrum Disorder. Sessions will be structured in a similar way to their current treatment with
the addition of the use of marimba. The research I am requesting permission for your child to
participate in is to explore the use of marimba in Nordoff Robbins music therapy. Sessions will
continue to be filmed as they currently are at MarbleJam Kids. Your child will continue to be
able to choose whatever instrument(s) they want to play at all times, and can also choose to not
play any instrument at all. Clients will be not coerced into playing the marimba. Instead, it will
be present in the room and played by the therapist-researcher. Additional instruments such as
small percussive shakers, hand drums, bells, and other adaptive instruments will be provided as
options for your child to engage with. The research will be focusing on how the marimba is used
by clients and myself in music therapy. The only change to the sessions that your child is already
receiving is the that marimba will be presented in the music therapy treatment room. This is done
in order to provide clients with the opportunity to explore the instrument and to allow myself to
use the instrument.
Giving consent will not affect your child’s services at MarbleJam. Your child will
continue to receive music therapy whether or not consent to participate in the study is granted,
and there will be no ramifications. If you do provide consent, this gives permission for data from
the video recordings of sessions to be collected and analyzed. Videos will not be available to
anyone besides me and the clinical director of MarbleJam Kids. Narrative descriptions of
excerpts will be included in the research study but pseudonyms will be used to protect
participant’s identity. All personal information will be kept completely anonymous so that
children’s identities will be protected. Video data will be double-password protected and deleted
after completion of the study. There are no direct benefits or foreseen risks to participating in this
research, but potential benefits may include an increase in participation in music therapy and
sustained engagement in instrumental play. You may withdraw your child from the study at any
time.
If you have any questions, you can contact me, Lucas McCarren, by phone or email,
lmccarren@lions.molloy.edu, (201)-566-0094, or my thesis advisor, Dr. Yasmine Iliya, at
yiliya@molloy.edu, (631)-974-0971
You have rights as a research participant. All research with human participants is reviewed by a
committee called the Institutional Review Board (IRB) which works to protect your rights and
welfare. If you have questions about your rights, an unresolved question, a concern or complaint
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about this research you may contact the IRB contact the Molloy IRB office at irb@molloy.edu
or call 516 323 3000.

Documentation of Informed Consent*:
You are freely making a decision whether to be in this research study. Signing this form means
that you have (a) read and understood this consent form, (b) had your questions answered, and
(c) had sufficient time to make your choice and decided to have your child participate in the
study.
You will be given a copy of this consent form to keep.
I agree to have my child,
, participate in this
research study and be video recorded during the course of the study. I understand that this
documentation will be used for research. His/her name will be changed in the thesis to protect
confidentiality. All recordings will be kept safe and confidential. Only the therapist-researcher
and the clinical director of MarbleJam Kids will have access to the data. Data will be deleted
after the completion of the study.

Your signature

Date

Your printed name

Signature of researcher explaining study

Printed name of researcher explaining study

Date

